
FUNCTIONS OF DEPARTMENTS IN A TOUR OPERATING COMPANY

Tour operator is a travel company who buys individual travel components, separately from their suppliers and combines
them into a package tour, which is sold.

The section shall be instrumental in advocating sustainable tourism development through responsible tourism
practices and implementation of the Seychelles Sustainable Tourism Label SSTL. With the number of
smartphones users expected to reach 1. Preparation of Itineraries: A tourist journey involves preparation of
different types of itineraries. A prospective tour operator also gives advice to intending tourists in various
types of tour programmes, which they may choose for their leisure or commercial travel. The majority of large
travel agencies have their own publicity departments under the management of a publicity expert. They
represent the various products of tourism suppliers to tour operators in other markets in a business-to-business
B2B relationship. The packages produced by DMCs are extraordinary experiences rather than general business
trips. Travel agencies or tour operators are called as image builder of a country. It is a full-service travel
agency that can help find flights for travel, book tours with a variety of companies including GAdventures or
Intrepid Travel, assist in booking hostels or hotels, and even help with the SWAP overseas VISA program.
While the industry and communities struggle to keep up with the changing dynamics of travel sales, travellers
are adapting to this new world order. They provide customers with advice about where to travel as well as the
best means of reaching such destinations. Tasks and powers 1. Although the online resources are highly
detailed, visitors also have the option of ordering a paper copy of the BC Travel Guide. More important
though, if you do not have a degree or diploma, is work experience in the industry, good organisational skills,
experience in a customer services role, and an interest in travel. To guide, organize and examine the
implementation of the legal documents on tour business, tourist guide, tourist transportation, tourist resorts,
tourist routes, tourist sites and other related legal documents. The Department, through its Tourism Human
Resource Development section will consult with the Seychelles Tourism Academy to ensure the provision of
adequate human resources to meet the tourism industry quality service needs. A qualified tour operator takes
care of all these unseen events with efficiency. Over the last two decades, the pattern and structure of travel
agencies have changed to meet tough challenges in the international market. The Standards and Monitoring
Section has the mandate to establish a code of practice for tourism enterprises and ensure that they are
complied with. Outbound tour operators work within a country to take travellers to other countries e. Today,
small-scale agencies are finding the travel industry increasingly complex. The most important functions of a
travel agency are described below: 1. In a span of minute sessions, sellers market and promote their products
in hopes of having an RTO pick up the package for future years. For more information, visit the Canadian
Association of Tour Operators : www. Travel agencies can be small and privately owned or part of a larger
entity. In the promotion of tourist destination, tour operators play a key role. Testimonial Tour operators
devise, arrange, and promote holidays and travel options, working with hotels, airlines and other transport
companies for ground travel, in order to execute the arrangements. With a primary audience of postsecondary
students, professors, and alumni, Travel CUTS specializes in backpack-style travel to a variety of destinations.
On the other hand, a new concept has also emerged i. More women than men work as tour operators but there
is no good reason why men should not apply for a position. A tour operator owns a high volume of travel
services across carriers, services, and accommodation. Tour operators negotiate with suppliers of tourism
product such as hotels, airlines and provide the best possible price to the tourist. Taking Care of Glitch Tours
operators are also called handling agencies which handles tour package and take care of all the glitches and
problems arises during a tour package. The Department Director have responsibility for, elaborating and
summit the regulations and the relationships of the department to the General Director for approval; divide the
works and responsibilities for each official on the base of assigned works to ensure the tasks. Part of the role
of the travel agency is to market prepackaged travel tours and holidays to potential travellers. These include
sector organizations, tourism and hospitality human resources organizations, training providers, educational
institutions, government branches and ministries, economic development and city planning offices, and
consultants. Officers of the Policy Development, Research, Monitoring and Evaluation section are responsible
for ensuring that tourism administrative matters that come before the Ministry are properly managed and the
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portfolio well-coordinated. One of these adaptations is the ever-increasing use of mobile devices for travel
booking. Once in the industry, it is possible to study for the International Air Transportation Association
exams. Travel Management Tour operators manage tour from beginning to the end of the tour. Travel
Agencies Figure 7. Travel agencies are reacting by developing personalized features for digital travellers and
mobile user platforms ETC Digital,  The intending tourists come to the office of the travel agent and seek
information regarding their proposed visit.


